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About
GynChain
The cryptocurrency economy has expanded dramatically.
Own GynChain as cryptocurrency, because it allows
owners to easily access payments, purchase nft's, trade,
and enjoy a variety of other benefits. Gynchain Coin aims
to integrate the simple and secure global exchange of
your digital assets. We are a strong global blockchain
network that provides you with simple and transparent
metaverse and gaming.
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Mission and
Vision
gynchain.com was founded on the idea that everyone
should be able to control their money, data, and identity.
We believe that decentralisation is the key to empowering
people all over the world to better protect their rights, and
we are assisting the world in moving in this direction by
hastening the adoption of cryptocurrency.

Accelerate the Global
Cryptocurrency Transition

Designing attractive,
straightforward, and
practical financial services
that have a positive, long-
lasting influence on people's
lives is how we are
democratising blockchain
technology and redefining
how money is moved, spent,
and invested in our quest to
realise this vision.

We believe that by hastening
the adoption of
cryptocurrency, we can help
people all over the world
gain control of their money
and have access to it at any
time and from any location.
To protect their data  a
cryptography secured
blockchain makes
datatempering extremely
unlikely. Keep their identity
hidden. No centralised entity
can jeopardise your identity.

Every wallet contains
cryptocurrency.
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Name
GYN

Supply (Monthly)
0.142 Million

Blockchain
Polygon

Total Supply
7.1 Million
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Token Specifications

Contract Address

0x455f0ebb0370b76b82ebcc551d5a1c312b160808

Explorer Link

https://polygonscan.com/token/0x455f0ebb0370
b76b82ebcc551d5a1c312b160808
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Token Allocation
An Insight into how the Circulation of supply will be over time.
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Frequently Asked Questions

 

What is Metaverse ?

The metaverse is a concept that refers to a persistent online 3D
universe that combines various virtual spaces. Consider it a future
iteration of the internet. Users will be able to collaborate, meet, game,
and socialise in these 3D spaces thanks to the metaverse. Augmented
reality will power the metaverse, with each user controlling a
character or avatar. For example, you could hold a mixed reality
meeting in your virtual office using an Oculus VR headset, finish work
and relax in a blockchain-based game, and then manage your crypto
portfolio and finances all within the metaverse.

What is NFT ?

Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are created using the same type of
programming as cryptocurrencies. Each NFT data point represents a
unique digital item. This can include audio, art, video, video games, or
other forms of creative work. It may only use items that can be
purchased online or downloaded and auctioned off here. The owner
of the token does not have exclusive access to copies of the original
file in this system. Each token is distinct. NFT is a type of token that
operates on the Block Chain Technology system. Whatever you have
created in digital form, you can convert it into NFT and sell it to
anyone.

https://gynchain.com/
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What is NFT Marketplace ?

The market for NFTs, like other physical markets, is a market; the only
difference is that it is a digital market. NFT Crypto can be used to buy
or sell digital assets or NFT tokens here. This marketplace is also used
to store, display, or show trades, as well as to generate NFT tokens or
any other digital asset. NFTs are virtual or digital tokens of artwork,
games, soundtracks, or any artistic creation, along with ownership and
authenticity information. The NFT marketplace allows you to sell or
buy these tokens or digital assets. The cryptocurrency NFT crypto is
used in transactions to buy and sell digital assets.

What is Crypto wallet ?

The cryptocurrency wallet is simply a form of value that exists on the
blockchain. but the main thing you need to know right now is that
blockchain is a digital ledger that keeps track of transactions. It also
houses your cryptocurrency. Private keys correspond to your address
within the blockchain and allow you to manage that address and the
value stored there, as well as spend or exchange it as you see fit. It
must be kept secure and never shared with anyone for obvious
reasons.

What is blockchain ?

Blockchain is a collection of documents, or blocks, that are connected
together using encryption. Each block includes some of the info from
the one before it. Using blockchain, we can securely store data on a
shared system that anybody can access but cannot modify. All clients
worldwide have access to view another client’s operations thanks to
the blockchain’s modernity. As a result, there is complete
transparency of all offers on the entry, ensuring that no client can
alter or delete any Transaction without the knowledge of other clients.
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